Next Generation Proline
– the finest in Airsoft

Next Generation Proline series also
consists of these refined components:
•	Heat-resistant electric switch assembly
• Extremely solid shoulder stock
• Motor cover plate
• Enhanced cylinder
• Original type gear set
• Progressive spring
• Enhanced nylon cylinder head

The Next Generation Proline series has been
developed to meet the requirements of experienced Airsoft users. By using enhanced parts,
redesigned outer components and high-quality
internals the Next Generation Proline series
will impress with its quality, accuracy and
upgrade possibilities – ensuring a fantastic
experience right out of the box.
Care has been given in designing the receiver, barrel
and stock resulting in components with fine tolerances that fit together perfectly, making it sturdy
and strong, ensuring a solid one-piece feel. The
solid build quality along with the POM hop-up and
precision barrel helps ensuring the remarkable high
accuracy – right out of the box – making all Next
Generation Proline Airsoft guns “a sure hit”
on the range.
One of the innovative
design features of
the Next Generation Proline series
is the reinforced
gearbox packed
with enhanced components all powered
by an ULTIMATE basic motor. The entire package is
designed to be compatible with ULTIMATE Upgrade
parts, ensuring any future upgrade to the Airsoft
gun will have an exact fit and can be done without
special modification to the individual components.

Whatever the game,
Next Generation Proline
will be the preferred
choice

For more details on the products, specifications
and accessories, go to our website:
www.actionsportgames.com

Precision inner barrel

The barrel features an inner diameter of
only 6.04mm for optimal compression
and shooting performance resulting in
excellent accuracy.

Aluminum alloy enhanced outer barrel

The enhanced outer barrel is made from a strong aluminum
alloy with a dur by a delta ring that screws on tightly to enable
a stable shooting platform that delivers consistent accuracy
even during vigorous Airsoft skirmishes.

Steel anti-reversal latch

To ensure long lasting dependable performance, the gearbox has been fitted
with a anti-reversal latch made from
high-density steel.

Charging handle
with simulated bolt action

Piston head
Enhanced piston

The high performance piston is made of
reinforced nylon with the addition of 4
steel teeth embedded at the peak stress
point. The sectional view of the piston
is teardrop shaped, adding strength to
the areas most vulnerable to mechanical
fractures.

Innovative design with large conical
shaped air inlets and flared outlets
allowing more air to flow through,
reducing resistance and increasing rate
of fire, while providing optimal compression. Made using high impact resistant
materials with threaded aluminum
fittings embedded into the piston head
for extra strength.

Aluminum alloy upper/lower receiver

Designed for easy disassemble, the upper and lower receiver fits smugly together. Held
securely with only one retention pin, the upper receiver have strong flanges that grip into
the rear of the lower receiver in what must be described as the best and most durable
construction
in any Airsoft M4 on the market today. It is made from a strong
aluminum
alloy with a durable surface finish. A small but brilliant feature
is the firemode markings that are engraved in the lower receiver,
for that
authentic look

Hi-cap 360 rds. flash magazine

One of the best innovations in Airsoft, is this Hi-cap magazine
where the ratchet spring is wound up by a pull-cord in mere seconds, getting the magazine loaded and ready in a flash.

Enhanced external parts

All external non metal parts like stock, pistol grip, front grip
and rail-covers are made from fiberglass reinforced nylon that
provides an authentic look and feel while ensuring strength,
durability and comfort.

When pulled back it allows constant access
to the hop-up for easy adjustments. Pulling
the charging handle opens the dust cover
while pulling back and locking the simulated
bolt to reveal the adjustable hop-up dial.
To release the bolt, press the bolt release
catch (ping pong paddle) just like on the
real weapon, and as an added bonus, it
even sounds like the real steel version when
released. Great for Mil-Sim.

8mm steel double-bushings

New innovative design. The large self-lubricating steel double-bushings reduce friction
when the gears are under maximum stress,
resulting in smooth running and minimum
wear on the gearbox components.

Enhanced gear box

The enhanced gearbox shell is made with special
compound alloy casting materials, and have been
designed with reinforcements at critical stress
points, to ensure the box is able to endure the
extra stress any potential upgrade will put on the
box. The combination of taps along the lining and
high-strength hex-screws prevents the box from
twisting under the stress.
The gearbox is ULTIMATE compatible,
allowing easy drop-in installation of
upgrade components from ULTIMATE.

One-piece POM Hop-up

The ultra fine tolerances possible with the POM material allows a
Hop-up chamber with virtually no loss of compression and a consistent
spin on the BBs for better long-range accuracy.

ULTIMATE basic series motor

Built for increased durability, high power and reduced energy
consumption, this motor uses ball bearings and a high density steel
pinion gear supported in a aluminum cage to ensure it will endure the
extreme pressures and high rotations in both high-speed or hightorque set ups. The combination of heat resistance enameled wire
and a high durability nylon cover built to withstand wear and high
temperature, prevents short-circuits due to excessive heat and carbon
dust. A superior motor for the Next Neneration Proline Airsoft guns.

Defining
new standards
With its great attention to detail and realistic features,
Next Generation Proline will appeal to both MilSim players
and regular Airsoft players. Players enjoying fast action
skirmishes will also appreciate the reliability and consistent
accuracy of all Next Generation Proline Airsoft guns.

Armalite M15A4 Carbine

ARMALITE M15A4 Carbine with realistic bolt catch release function.
With authentic markings fully licensed by Armalite inc.
This solidly constructed Proline AEG, with full metal barrel and receiver,
together with a 6 position collapsible stock and front grips made from
heavy duty polymer, combines into a durable and dependable Airsoft
AEG. It features a removable top handle with integrated metal sights,
mounted on a picatinny style top rail on the upper receiver allowing
easy mounting of either scope or a dot-sight.

Ref. 17391 120 ms/394 fps – 1.4 joule
Ref. 17393 95 ms/312 fps – 0.9 joule
(M95 version)
Ref. 50000 120 ms/394 fps – 1.4 joule
(US version with orange flash hider)

LMT Defender R.I.S.

An ideal tactical Airsoft carbine with many options for mounting a
multitude of tactical accessories. All metal construction, with authentic
markings fully licensed by Lewis Machine & Tool co.
LMT Defender R.I.S. features the realistic bolt catch release function.
Pulling the charging handle opens the dust cover while pulling back
and locking the simulated bolt to reveal the adjustable hop-up dial, to
release the bolt, press the bolt release just like on the real weapon.
The reinforced gearbox is designed to be compatible with ULTIMATE
upgrade parts for easy custom modifications.
Included is the innovative 360rd. Hi-cap Flash magazine, its spring is
wound up by a pull-cord in mere seconds, getting you into the action
in a flash.

Ref. 17392 120 ms/394 fps – 1.4 joule
Ref. 17394 95 ms/312 fps – 0.9 joule
(M95 version)
Ref. 50001 120 ms/394 fps – 1.4 joule
(US version with orange flash hider)

LMT Defender R.I.S., Desert

An ideal tactical Airsoft carbine with many options for mounting a
multitude of tactical accessories. On this Proline AEG, the front
barrel, flash suppressor, quad front rail, and upper and lower receiver
are made of metal, with authentic markings fully licensed by Lewis
Machine & Tool co. A picatinny style top rail on the upper receiver
allows for mounting of optical aiming devices.
The gearbox is designed to be compatible with ULTIMATE upgrade
parts for easy custom modifications. Included is a detachable vertical
front grip and the innovative 360rd. Hi-cap magazine.

Ref. 17607 120 ms/394 fps – 1.4 joule
Ref. 17608 95 ms/312 fps – 0.9 joule
(M95 version)
Ref. 50079 120 ms/394 fps – 1.4 joule
(US version with orange flash hider)
Ref. 16934 360 rd. magazine (black)

LMT Defender CQC

Proline LMT Defender C.Q.C (Close Quarters Carbine), an ideal close
quarter Airsoft carbine with a 12” free-float barrel for better accuracy
and many options for mounting a multitude of tactical accessories.
The front rail system combines with the receiver to provide a continuous
top rail, allowing optimal mounting of optical aiming devices.
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The rail system also features multiple QD points for mounting QD sling
attachments, (like ref. 17420). Pulling the charging handle opens the
dust cover while pulling back and locking the simulated bolt to reveal
the adjustable hop-up dial, to release the bolt, press the bolt release
just like on the real weapon.It features a removable rear sights, fully
adjustable for windage and elevation. The battery can be housed in the
6-position collapsible SOPMOD stock made from heavy-duty polymer.
The battery can be housed in the 6-position collapsible SOPMOD stock
made from heavy-duty polymer.

Ref. 17529 120 ms/390 fps – 1.4 joule
Ref. 17530 95 ms/310 fps – 0.9 joule
(M95 version)
Ref. 50075 120 ms/394 fps – 1.4 joule
(US version with orange flash hider)
Ref. 16934 360 rd. magazine
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